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Abstract — Service-Oriented Computing achieves its full
potential when services interoperate. Current service-oriented
computing research is concerned with the low level
interoperation among services, such as service discovery,
service composition etc. However, a high level research issue in
form of the feature interaction problem is challenging the
interoperation of services. Traditional feature interaction
methods are focused on the service design phase using formal
methods or pragmatic software engineering analysis.
Autonomy and distribution of service development and
deployment create needs for runtime detection and resolution
of feature interactions in SOC. This paper investigates the
detection of feature interactions in web services at runtime and
proposes ESTRIPs, an extended STRIPS operation to ensure
conflict-free services are identified to populate business
processes, using a combination of OWL-S, SWRL and runtime
data extracted from SOAP messages. First, we define the
feature interaction problem in business process during their
execution and then introduce the ESTRIPS method. The
implementation of a prototype is illustrated and a real world
scenario shows the plausibility of our method for detecting
feature interactions in business processes.
Keywords: Feature Interaction; Web services; Extended
STRIPS Operation; OWL-S; SOAP Message

I.

INTRODUCTION

Service-oriented computing is as buzzword implying
amongst others flexible interoperation. Much research work
has focused on flexible, dynamic web service discovery,
invocation and composition at low-level. The importance of
reliability and security of business process is critical for
service customers from the industrial viewpoint. Feature
interaction, which is an obstacle for the deployment of
telecom service in the large scale, also affects the
deployment of web services in the service-oriented
computing domain. In the telecommunications research
community, features as well as services, are units of
functionality which are correct on their own, but when used
in combination they might influence their behavior in
undesired ways. This problem has been known as Feature
Interaction, a term coined by Bellcore in the late 1980s. The
Feature Interaction (FI) problem [1, 2, 3] has become one of
the important bottlenecks for the deployment of new
services. FI is not a bug in the implementation of individual
services, but an emergent behavior if features are used in
conjunction.

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) holds the promise
for businesses of allowing for quick adaptation of systems.
Web services are a way of encapsulating application
functionality in a location and implementation transparent
manner. However, if services are composed the potential
feature interaction arises. Akin to FI, Web services may
interact with each other in unexpected and often undesirable
ways negatively affecting service quality and user
satisfaction. [4] describes this as Web Services Feature
Interaction (WSFI) problem. Other research has focused on
feature interactions in service-oriented computing, e.g. [6, 8].
In previous work [15], we have categorized two types feature
interaction, which are the side-effects of a business process.
Feature interaction in web services means that one of the
services is leading to undesirable behavior for the business
customer while the business process is executing, although
the web service is behaving as expected in isolation.
Generally, feature interaction is not a fault of a service but
rather a result of emergent interaction between services. As
telecoms markets have traditionally been closed and tightly
controlled, the FI problem was manageable due to in house
design knowledge, small numbers of features and good
availability of working details [5]. As the telecoms market
became more open, the need for solutions to FI increased and
new challenges were posed. The Web services market has
always been open, with many people providing services that
are supposed to work seamlessly together. Hence lessons
learned in telecoms, should be considered in the context of
the WSFI problem. Predominately, the detection and
resolution of WSFIs will become important to foster rapid
deployment of new services and robustness of composite
services.
There has been plenty of work on the prevention,
detection and resolution of FI in telecommunication systems
[3], but the traditional detection methods are not suitable for
the problem in Web services as: (1) web services are not
centrally controlled and there is no global understanding of
side effects and the operations of the services, and (2) FI in
Web services is based on undesirable side effects such as an
inconsistent states, or data inaccuracies rather than
inconsistent events as is often the case in telecoms. However,
web services provide a number of opportunities, most
notably that if considering Semantic Web Services a range of
information is available that provides insight into the desired
actions of web services accessible to all and not just to
domain experts.

Hence there is a need for methods that operate at runtime
to detect interactions which are caused by services
encountering each other in their operation and producing
data based side effects that can lead to inconsistencies and
violation of assumptions while a service composition is
being executed – in some way monitoring interactions with
the opportunity to interfere before things go wrong if
problems are detected.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2
introduces related work. Then section 3 provides background
on OWL-S and introduces the categories of feature
interaction that can occur in web service composition.
Section 4 describes our online detection method in detail,
including the implementation with some case studies. In
sections 5 and 6, we discuss our method and conclude the
paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

Our detection method is based on the use of logical
reasoning and OWL-S. We provide a concise introduction to
OWL-S, more information can be found in [13].
OWL-S is the major description language for semantic
web services. It is based on an ontology of service concepts
that supply a Web service designer with a core for describing
the properties and capabilities of a Web service in an
unambiguous computer-interpretable form.
OWL-S organizes a service description into four parts:
the process model, the profile, the grounding, and the
service. The OWL-S process model is most useful for the
work presented here, as it provides the required metadata
about the Web services.
In our method, we firstly transform process descriptions
(mainly
,
and
) into
sets of rules expressed in an ontology-aware rule language,
namely the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [13].
This is based on the method presented in [15]. Then we
define relevant predicates using the rules to express the
composite Web services.
In the web service composition environment, two types
of feature interactions are considered. We give the
description of two types of feature interaction in detail as
follows.
Dissatisfaction of Precondition in the workflow. This
type of feature interaction occurs during web service
composition execution. The precondition of one web service
in the composition is very sensitive to the data of the service
execution context. Whenever part of the predicates becomes
false due to some previous service’s execution changing
some value relevant to the input parameters. Generally, this
category of feature interaction is occurring during the
execution of world altering web services. With logical
reasoning, this type of feature interaction can be detected by
calculating the precondition of services before they execute.
Conflict among InConditions of web services. This type
of feature interaction refers to a conflict between two web
services in the workflow caused by interaction of some
sensitive data, which business process requesters are
considering as almost opposite requirements. For instance, in
the telecommunication domain, some value-added services

were implemented as with open APIs, such as the Parlay
APIs. The feature interaction between Originating Call
Screening (OCS) and Call Forwarding (CF) is an example.
When user A registers with the OCS service forbidding
calling user C, but permitting to call user B. User B registers
with the CF service which forwards all calls to user C. In this
context, there is an
conflict between these two
services. This is also occurring in business processes. For
instance, the logistical service needs the address of
customers, while some customers do not leave their address
to service providers as they see this is privacy violation. This
case does not involve all customers but just some of them.
So, this kind of feature interaction must be detected during
the execution of the web service composition.
We will next illustrate our method to handle the two
types of feature interaction during execution of composite
web services in detail, but would like to reinforce a
difference between this work and planning a web service
composition. Clearly when deciding on which services to
compose the static description and the semantic description
of the Effects and Preconditions is studied. A composition is
then planned such that it seems that each service satisfies the
requirements of the next in the chain. This planning cannot
take into account the runtime interactions mentioned above
as these depend on instance data (from the service
invocations) rather than on the generic behavior of the
services.
III. THE METHOD
Our method is used to detect Web service feature
interactions during the execution of the service composition.
In this section, we present an overview of the architecture
and describe the detection process in detail. A real world
scenario shows the example for the detection of the conflict
type that exist (the lack of resources to complete a latter part
of a workflow and the attempt to invoke a service whose
preconditions are not met anymore after an earlier service
execution) and are detected.
A. Service Interaction Detection Algorithms
At the beginning, the composite service is in the initial
state. After each atomic service within the composite service
is executed, we get a new service state, and so on. If the
former state is inconsistent with the latter one, or some
predicate becomes false we have identified a feature
interaction. Figure 1 outlines the detection of feature
interactions based on logic reasoning.
Figure 1 provides an overview of the detection process,
which consists of six steps as follows:
Step 1. In the first step the SOAP request or SOAP
response message of the current service in the workflow
execution engine is intercepted, processing is put on hold
until a reply message is injected in the system.
Step 2. We extract
,
and
from the OWL-S document using Mindswap
OWL-S API [16], which can conveniently read or write
OWL-S document. This task is performed by the Feature
Interaction Rules Manager. The required data to invoke the

functions is available in the SOAP message as described
earlier and is transmitted in this step.
Start
Former_state_pool¬S0
Latter_state_pool ¬ S1.

S0 ¬ f; S1 ¬ f

Fetch OWL-S Attributes of atomic service from Workflow.
Get SOAP request and SOAP response message.
Extract Preconditions, InConditions, Effects, Input data
and Output data.
Input satisfy
Precondition ?

Type 1
Conflict

No

End

Yes
Use Input and Precondition to generate Facts with predicates form.
Use InConditions to generate Rules
Add Facts to S0.Use Rules and Output to change the state.
Predicates whose value turn to be false are put into Deletelist,
new predicates whose value turn to be true are put into Addlist.
Delete each predicate from S0 which is the same as the predicate in Deletelist.
Add all the predicates in S0 to S1. Add all the predicates in Addlist to S1.
Fetch one predicate from S0, denoted as P(x1,x2,…,xn).

$(xj,xk,…,xm) ØP(x1,x2,…,xn)ÎS1 ?
Or $(xj,xk,…,xm)
ØP(x1,x2,…,xn)®R1(X)®R2(X)®…®Rn(X)®Q(x1,x2,…,
xn) Ù Q(x1,x2,…,xn)ÎS1 ?
Or $(xj,xk,…,xm) Q(x1,x2,…,xn)ÎS1 Ù
Q(x1,…)®Q1(X)®…®Qn(X)®ØP(x1,…) ?

Yes

Yes

No

Type 2
Conflict

Are there any Predicates in
S 0?

No
All of service is executed?

End

No

are added to the
. The two state pools now
represent two states during the execution process of the
service composition which will be evaluated in step 4.
Step 4. In this step we determine whether a Web service
feature interaction occurs. There are two cases that can lead
to feature interaction (the two types of interaction mentioned
earlier). One is that the
doesn’t satisfy
the
of the current service. The other is that
there is a conflict between two atomic predicates in the
and
. Using the
Knowledge Base and the Inference Engine, we identify
whether either of the two cases will occur.
Step 5. In this step information on newly detected
interactions is recorded in the Interaction Information Base,
and the events are recorded to the log. This data helps with
future detection.
Step 6. If an interaction is detected, the conflict resolver
will be queried to provide a solution. This step will lead to
transmitting progress information to the workflow execution
engine and allow for the processing of the workflow to
continue.

Reset Addlist, Deletelist.

Yes
Normal

End

Fig.1. an overview of the detection process
Step 3. This is the first key step in the detection process
as it builds the service state information and prepares the
extracted data and obtained rules for the detection phase. In
more detail, we require two state pools, a
and a
. The former
denotes the state before the execution of the current service.
The latter contains information of the state after executing
the service. Before the service is executed, Preconditions and
input data from the SOAP request message generate facts
(predicates whose values are definitely true); these are put
into the
. We also maintain two lists,
called
and
for storing the new predicates
during the execution process of the service. The new
predicates whose values are definitely true are put into
Addlist, the predicates whose values change from true to
false are put into
.
is used to
generate FI rules. After the service is executed, FI rules
affect the service state and the state is changed according to
Effects and the output data from the SOAP response
message. In particular, we delete each predicate that occurs
in both the
and the
from
the latter. Then all remaining predicates from the
and all the predicates from the

B. Critical Processes
In our method, some information will be extracted from
web services during their execution. Combining every OWLS file of every service with parameters coming from SOAP
messages, which are including SOAP request and SOAP
response messages, we can obtain the predicates that make
up the Prolog file. The detail of process is presented as
follows:
During the execution of a composite web service, the
system extracts the information from the execution context to
detect the two types of feature interaction at runtime.
Firstly, we add predicates in the Prolog file from
precondition with the instantiation of parameters from the
SOAP request message; If the current web service to be
executed is not the first one, we should query the predicates
as goal to find whether there is an invalidation of
preconditions before the current service execution; this
invalidation is the first type of feature interaction.
Secondly, we also add predicates in the query Prolog file
from the effect with the instantiation of the parameters from
the SOAP response message after one of the web services
finishes its execution. In this step, we will add the predicates
of the head part of effect rules but delete the predicates of the
body part of the effect rules which exist in the Prolog file as
out-of-date state. Thirdly, using Prolog querying, we can
detect type 1 conflicts by solving a goal. Considering the
detection of this type of feature interaction, we need to
extract rules from SWRL and parts of OWL-S files
automatically, but also require some common knowledge
rules which will have been added by experts to reason about
conflicts. If a conflict is detected, a solution will be found to
resolve this type of feature interaction; if there is no conflict,
we will update the Prolog file by merging the query Prolog
file with the composite service execution context.

IV. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND CASE STUDY
In this section we present the implementation of our
method and the case study will be given.
A. The implementation
We have implemented a prototype system as proof of
concept. To focus on the key issue, we assume that we can
obtain the OWL-S document with SWRL of the services,
and that we can intercept the request and response SOAP
messages of these services during their execution. The
prototype is written in Java with Eclipse development
environment, and uses Prolog (through the SWI-prolog plugin) for reasoning.
B. The Real world Commercial Scenario
We will illustrate our method through a concrete ecommerce example: online shopping. The scenario involves
two roles: (1) A Customer who wants to buy products online
and provides the basic information about products and some
additional personal information. (2) Service providers
providing services for online shopping in five categories,
which are sales platform, shops, banks, payment
intermediation and express logistics. The sales platform
sales
platform

Composition
plans

shops

The customers’ and service providers’ operations can be
controlled and coordinated by an intelligent agent, which
implements services composition and services execution.
Supposing that a customer wants to buy a digital camera
online and has several requirements which include the brand
and model (Canon IXUS85), the price (lower than 1400￥),
and the place of delivery (economic development zone of
Qingdao). Many feasible plans can be found through service
composition based on these conditions and the available
services. An example of services composition plans is shown
in Fig. 2. There are six plans satisfying the customer’s
requirements and the second plan marked by bold lines is
optimal and hence the default execution plan.
banks

……

Taobao

Shop_2

……

Bank_CCB

EMS

……

Express_STO

Alipay
Shop_4

start
Amazon

express
logistics

……

Shop_3

eBay

payment
intermediation

Bank_ICB
C

Shop_1

……

services manage the deal between shop and customer,
keeping the state of the transaction and support credit
assessment. Shop services provide all kinds of products and
make a deal with customers. Banks and payment
intermediation services all are payment organizations, with
payment intermediation services managing and coordinating
payments among multilateral participants. Express logistics
services provide delivery.

Bank_ABC
Paypal

Shop_5

Bank_CM
B

DangDang

Shop_6
Shop_7

……

Express_YT
O

end

Express_ZJS

Bank_BOC

……

……
……

current execution plan

……

candidate plan

Fig. 2. Example services compositions for the case study
In this example, the two types of feature interaction can
occur in the following instantiations: there is insufficient
money to get the last service Express Logistics Service and
there is a conflict of customer’s personal address information
that is available in the Banking Service becoming available
to the Express Logistics Service. These interactions belong
to type 1 and type 2 respectively. Our prototype detects both
interactions based on rules extracted from the OWL-S file
and the SOAP request message enhanced with some
common knowledge. One step of feature interaction
detection process is shown in Fig. 3. And with the
implementation of Java and Prolog programming language,
the two screen-shots (Fig 4. and Fig 5.) present a snapshot of
the detection of the type 2 feature interaction. In particular
these shots show the execution of the service chain (at the
top) with the incoming and outgoing data (in the center part).

Most crucially, the encircled statement at the bottom shows
whether a conflict has been detected or not during the
execution of the last step.
V. RELATED WORK
Methods to address the feature interaction problem
include offline method and online methods. Offline methods
are applied during design time or for web services
composition time of services, online method are applied
while the features or services are being executed. Offline
methods typically depend on the internal service logic
(modeled at some level of abstraction). Online methods
either use negotiation or feature interaction managers (FIM).
Negotiation based approaches regard the components of the
networks (user, terminal and value-added service, etc.)

Services execution
Query Prolog file :
isnumbercontain(X,Y)
ispaywaycontain(X,Y)
hasenoughmoney(X,Y)

Conflicts detection

7-7
Preconditions:
isnumbercontain(X,Y) :- X<=Y.
Ispaywaycontain(X,Y):- ...
hasenoughmoney(X,Y) :- X>=Y.

9-8. Query Confilcts(type 2)

10-6

Preconditions:

8-3

Shop platform
service
Soap_In

Soap_In

WS

From the service
OWL-S file

EMS service

Soap_Out
WS

……

5-5. Query Confilcts(type 1)

Preconditions:
conditionTextNotNull(X):-...

Query Prolog file :
setResearchResult(X,Y)

3-3
4-4
Effects:
setResearchResult(X,Y):-...

False: conflict
2-2

MidInstitute
service

Shop service
Soap_Out

1-1

Effects:
userIdentitySet(John,public)

Effects:
Isreserve(X,Y):- ...

Prolog file:
conditionTextNotNull( X )

Query results

setResearchResult(X,Y)

True or
Exception(Predicate
not exist): no conflict

Prolog file:
conditionTextNotNull( X )
setResearchResult(X,Y)
isnumbercontain(X,Y)
ispaywaycontain(X,Y)
hasenoughmoney(X,Y)

isnumbercontain(X，Y) :- X<=Y.
hasenoughmoney(X，Y) :- X>=Y.

Prolog file:
conditionTextNotNull(...).
setResearchResult(...,...).
private(John).
userIdentitySet(John,private).
isnumbercontain(X，Y) :- X<=Y.
hasenoughmoney(X，Y) :- X>=Y.
userIdentity(X,Y) :- serIdentitySet(X,Y).
private(X) :- userIdentity(X,private).
private(X) :- not( userIdentity(X,public) ).

6-6
12-10
Rule file:
isnumbercontain(X，Y) :- Hasenoughmoney(X，Y).
…

Reasoning: public(John) && private(John)
Conflict (type 1)

11-9
Order- Operation

9-8: 9 means the step 9 is executing operation 8.

Operation means:
1- Add predicate in prolog file from precondition
2- Instantiate parameters by soap require message
3- Add predicate in query prolog file from effect with extract rules from
swrl part
4- Instantiate parameters by soap response message
5- query type 1 conflicts (after a service execute)
6- conflict (find solutions) or no conflict (update prolog file by merging
query prolog file)
7- Add predicate in query prolog file from precondition
8- query type 2 conflicts (before a service execute)
9- add common knowledge by experts mannully
10- update prolog file by merging rule file

Domain experts

Fig.3. The Snapshot of feature interaction process with the real world scenario

Another conflicts can be:
(money is not enough problem)
Conflict (type 2)

Query

as different intelligent entities and detect and resolve FI by
exchanging intentions of those entities. The FIM method
adds a FIM into the network to detect and resolve FI. A more
detailed overview of FI methods can be found in [3].

Fig. 4. The 1st picture of Series of snapshot of detection

composition. He discusses WSFI detection using CRESS and
a scenario notation called MUSTARD.
Zhang et al. [9] propose a Petri net-based method to
detect race conditions, which can be seen as one type of
functional feature interactions. Moreover, in [4] they propose
a multi-layer WSFI detection system.
Such offline methods require insight into the internal
service logic, details of which might not be publically
available; furthermore they require knowledge of all
available services and cannot consider interactions that occur
because of run-time data. We have shown that some types of
interaction cannot be caught by offline methods. Moreover,
in the Web service area the number of available services is
very large, growing rapidly and services are offered by a
large number of providers (a very open market), which does
not lend itself to offline methods.
There is much research about the verification of web
services properties through runtime monitoring [16-22].
Most of them [17-21] focus on the verification of properties
of web services such as safety and liveness. While others
[22-23] focus on monitoring exceptions at runtime. They
define the possible erroneous states. In this paper, we focus
on the conflicts of the side effects among the different web
services used together in one business process and leading to
emergent behavior despite each service running to full users’
satisfaction in isolation.
In our previous work, we have considered the web
service feature interaction detection based on situation
calculus [15]. In this paper, we have proposed a runtime
feature interaction detection method, ESTRIPS, which is an
extended STRIPS method using reasoning with OWL-S and
SWRL to detect FI in the Web services area to address above
mentioned issues. Our method analyses the semantics of the
interacting messages rather than utilizing the internal
information of service logic in atomic services. The
necessary details are obtained from OWL-S service
descriptions and observed SOAP messages.
VI.

Fig. 5. The 2nd picture of Series of snapshot of detection
In the existing work on feature interaction in Web
services some investigations have been conducted into
offline methods and have yielded some results. Weiss et al.
[6] presents a goal-oriented approach for detecting feature
interactions among Web services. The authors also
distinguish explicitly between functional and non-functional
feature interactions. In [7] this is extended with emphasis on
the classification of feature interactions. Moreover, they
analyze different types of potential WSFI in a scenario.
Turner [8] extends the feature notation CRESS to
graphically and formally describe Web services and service

DISCUSSION

An effective method for detecting Web service feature
interaction is capable of dynamically detecting all kinds of
specific known and unknown feature interactions, in a
uniform manner. We presented a logical reasoning based
detection method. The method overcomes the drawbacks of
static detection methods mostly employed in current research
and the limitation of classification-based approaches [6]
which only allow for detecting interactions that are known apriori. Our approach has the following beneficial properties:
1) The method presented is a runtime method for WSFI
detection. Being a runtime method it has several advantages,
one of which is that it works in an environment where new
services might arrive and where there is no real potential for
statically checking all possible combinations. So, this
method will also work if the executed services in the
workflow are dynamically identified and bound to. The
actual service execution data is being used in the expression
of service states.
2) The presented method is especially effective for
feature interactions based on instance data of the effects,

which could include interactions related to security and
privacy concerns. Such feature interactions cannot be
detected by static methods as the occurrence of the
interaction depends on instance data. As our method detects
interactions by finding inconsistencies in the service state,
data sensitive interactions can easily be detected as long as
the service profile specifies the preconditions and effects of
an individual service correctly.
3) The method avoids full exploration of large state
spaces as it only considers services that are actually invoked
together rather than all possible combinations of services and
furthermore only looks at inconsistency of the service state.
In that way, independent of the number of atomic services
involved in the service composition, we only need to
consider two states: one state before an atomic service is
being executed and the state after that execution. The
respective state pools might contain a large number of terms
for each instance, but that data would need to be considered
anyhow; however the state pools are renewed after each
detection step, meaning that the information considered is
local to the services of current interest.
As far as feature interaction is concerned there is a
general perception that approaches in feature interaction
attempt to statically determine the absence of a feature
interaction. However, as shown in [3], the field of feature
interaction research is quite wide and there exist run-time
approaches that attempt to deal with the problem by
detecting interactions and resolving them during system
execution time. These approaches have inspired this work, as
they are particularly adept at dealing with large numbers of
services from different providers that might encounter each
other for the first time when the system is running.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
With the rapid development of Web services and
growing use of composite services Web service feature
interaction will become a growing obstacle. While some
researchers have started to address feature interaction in the
web services domain, results are still very limited. By using
the semantics of Web services and inspiration from logical
reasoning, we proposed a novel framework and method to
detect and allow for resolution of feature interactions in web
services at execution time.
In future work, we intend to investigate how to
decentralize the detection system. We also will test our
system against more complex case studies to better evaluate
efficiency and accuracy of the method. As this paper focused
mostly on the feasibility of the approach in terms of
detecting interactions, we are planning a more detailed
evaluation of performance – clearly an important
consideration for a run-time approach.
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